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Case studies Consulco Finance can provide bridging finance for your next 
commercial or residential investment property.

We are actively lending and providing flexible, affordable finance 
right now.  Below are just a few examples of cases we have recently 
completed on.
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The Team at 
Consulco Finance

We have a great team of Business Development Managers  
who would love to know more about you, your business and how we 
can work well together. 

Logical asset based lending at its finest.

Introducing the team behind Consulco Finance.  Between us we have 
over 30+ years’ experience within the financial sector.

Consulco Finance has provided a £3.3m loan to assist with the purchase of a mixed use 
property at Walthamstow. The largest ever loan written by Consulco Finance. Consulco 
Finance Team worked very thoroughly and efficiently on the case resulting to another 
big achievement. Very proud for our continuous success, we look forward to grow 
bigger and keep providing fast and reliable solutions to our customers.

01.

Consulco Finance completes another complicated case with approval within 2 weeks
•    Cyprus Corporate Borrower  •  Italian Shareholder  •  Hong Kong Resident Guarantor
•  UK security property near Bristol

Consulco Finance Team once again worked with dedication and speed resulting to 
the granting of £1.4m loan for one of the most complicated cases. With loyalty and 
confidence we will continue to provide fast and reliable solutions to our customers.

02.

Consulco Finance assisted with the purchase of an investment property for which 
the applicant had only 2 weeks to complete. The property was a residential BTL 
in Southgate and the loan was secured with another 2 properties.  The case from 
application to completion, including the valuation of the 3 properties, took 10 working 
days satisfying the urgency of the situation.
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